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EDITORIAL
Haguenau, a land of champions
Our territory: your future destination to prepare
the games
«Paris 2024» Olympic and Paralympic Games
will also live in The Communauté d’Agglomération
de Haguenau (CAH) territory. Many
of our municipalities have been awarded
the «Land of the Games 2024» label,
and among all, many of our sports facilities have
been designated as «Games Preparation Centres».
In order to Paris 2024 to be the Olympic Games
for the whole of France, the Communauté
d’Agglomération de Haguenau is opening its
doors to welcome you for a preparation, training
and/or recovery course. An ideal destination for all
sportsmen and women wishing to prepare calmly
for the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic
Games.
The living environment is unique. It combines
the advantages of city life while remaining in
the heart of nature, whose varied landscapes
will undoubtedly allow sportsmen and women
to oxygenate, prepare, train, recharge their
batteries and concentrate. The Communauté
d’Agglomération de Haguenau is an active,
sporting, and cultural territory with a dense
network of sports facilities, well-being and health
offers.
Our region can be proud of its sporting successes.
The quality of the facilities, the training provided,
and of course the performance, have leaded many
of athletes to be part of international competitions
and also the Olympic Games. A land of welcome,
a land of games, an Olympic land, our territory
will welcome you with friendliness, enthusiasm,
and professionalism.
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SUMMARY
Within our agglomeration, «Olympic Games» is
a federating term for people and minds: it raises
motivations, and mobilizes all generations.
We are ready ! The Communauté d’Agglomération
de Haguenau is in the starting blocks to welcome
you and make the Paris 2024 Olympic and
Paralympic Games come alive within its territory.
Claude STURNI
President of the Communauté
d’Agglomération de Haguenau
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FOCUS ON THE CPJ

CAH,
A LAND OF CHAMPIONS
The commitment to sport for all and high-level sport has always been at the heart of the Communauté
d’Agglomération’s concerns.
The area has many good facilities for many sports and meets the highest standards for sportsmen and
women to train in the best conditions.
The strategy dedicated to supporting young talent has led to the emergence of sportsmen and women
who are now playing at the highest European and world level in many sports.
The region offers an optimal environment for athletes, coaches, and their staff, whether in terms of
accommodation, logistics or medical support.
The CAH has a proven track record of hosting leading national and international sporting experiences:
The French-Alsatian Rally in the heart of the city, an air show with the French Patrol which attracts
more than 60,000 people over a weekend, the semi-finals of the TOP 12 (gymnastics), a FranceGermany-Romania match in 2022, and a rugby match as part of the VI nations: France/Wales in the
U20 category, much to the delight of the supporters who are seated under a covered stand.

«Terre de Jeux» rewards territories that are committed
to a global approach to the Paris 2024 Olympic Games
and allows for the close involvement of the territory’s
inhabitants.
The Organising Committee for the Olympic and
Paralympic Games (COJOP) has designated the facilities
of the Haguenau Metropolitan Area as a Preparation
Centre for the 2024 Games.
This label ensures that your teams will be able to train and
acclimatise in France, 2.5 hours from Paris, in the best
possible conditions.
The Agglomeration has 7 facilities selected to host many
disciplines:

7 CPJ EQUIPMENT
Morgane
OSYSSEK

MAIN DISCIPLINES

The Parc des Sports
The Espace Sportif Sébastien Loeb
The Maison des Sports & DOJO

Mathilde
WAHL

Baptiste
MISCHLER

Can
AKKUZU

Léo
WESTERMANN

The Gymnase de l’Union

RUGBY

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

JUDO & JUDO
PARALYMPIC

ARTISTIC
GYMNASTICS

The complexe Sportif Rémy Huckel
The plan d’eau de la Hardt
The Centre Omnisport
HANDBALL

AND ALSO
The Centre Sportif couvert
The Stade des Pins
The Complexe Sportif Joseph Heckel
Sébastien
LOEB
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Océanne
MULLER

TRIATHLON

TABLE TENNIS

The Complexe Sportif Robert Kaeufling
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Handball & Basketball

ESPACE SPORTIF
SÉBASTIEN LOEB

CAH - HAGUENAU

IN THE HEART OF HAGUENAU
The Espace Sportif Sébastien Loeb is a building with a floor area of 4,000
m² and consists of 3 modular development areas as well as a climbing wall
which allows the practice of a wide range of sporting activities.
The main hall can accommodate up to 700 spectators with bleachers on
either side of the pitch.
The sports activities practiced daily by the town’s sports clubs are
handball, which plays in the National 3 league, basketball, with a
women’s team playing in the National 2 league.
Room A: national competitions, schools, leisure (basketball,
handball, badminton, table tennis), climbing wall
Room B: schools, clubs, regional competitions (basketball)
Room C: school, leisure (fencing, step, fitness)

GAMES
PREPARATION
CENTER

1
3
1 441

Climbing wall
Rooms
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Maximum capacity

Scan to visit
The Espace Sportif Sébastien
Loeb virtually

Sport seeks out fear in
order to dominate it,
fatigue in order to triumph
over it, difficulty in order to
overcome it.

ACCESSIBILITY
Lift
Parking space
One floor

Pierre De Coubertin (1863 - 1937)
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Artistic gymnastics

GYMNASE DE L’UNION
CAH - HAGUENAU

LAND OF GYMNASTS
The Union is a hall dedicated to gymnastics where the SGS Union de Haguenau trains. It is part of
a sports complex as it is directly attached to the main hall of the Espace Sportif Sébastien Loeb.
Two interior passageways have been built to link the two buildings.
The SGS Union de Haguenau offers many gymnastic activities: artistic, rhythmic, trampoline and
maintenance. It is the oldest sports association in the town and has produced many champions.
The most recent candidates for the Olympics are Mathilde WAHL (Barre and Floor Specialty and 5th
in the team competition at the 2018 European Championships), Morgane Osyssek (TOP 12, silver and
bronze medals at the 2022 Mediterranean Games) and Penelope Woehl and Sophie Darous (selection
for the 2022 Trampoline World Championships).
Gymnasium: clubs, competitions, schools
Fitness room

GAMES
PREPARATION
CENTER

2
+900
Rooms
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ACCESSIBILITY
Maximum capacity

If you can dream it, you can
do it
Walt Disney, producer

Lift
Parking space
One floor
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Judo & Judo paralympique

MAISON DES SPORTS & DOJO

CAH - HAGUENAU

THE MAISON DES SPORTS
The Maison des Sports has a beautiful 1,240 m² multi-sports hall with a renovated floor
in 2014, ideal for hosting basketball competitions. Recently, the sports center has also
benefited from a restructuring of the ventilation and heating systems as well as the cooling
of the changing rooms. The hall is equipped with stands that can accommodate 1 000
people and a 234 m² multi-activity training room.
Room 1: national competitions, leisure, schools
Room 2: school, leisure, departmental competitions

THE DOJO
The DOJO was inaugurated in 2022. It has a floor area of 1 225 m², on one level to
facilitate accessibility, and is composed of 3 combat areas: 2 judo combat areas (14x26
m) and 1 aikido and karate combat area (14x14 m), a grandstand with a capacity of 100
people which completes the combat area and 6 changing rooms
The main users of the new DOJO are the judo club, the karate club, the aikido club and
schoolchildren.
The Maison des Sports and the DOJO have direct access to each other.

1
2
3
2 465

New DOJO

GAMES
PREPARATION
CENTER

Rooms

Combat areas
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m² with the Dojo
and the Maison des Sports

Sport is about delegating
to the body some of the
strongest virtues of the
soul.
Jean Giraudoux, writer

ACCESSIBILITY
On one level
Parking space
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Rugby & Football

PARC DES SPORTS
CAH - HAGUENAU

SPORT TOGETHER
The Parc des Sports is made up of 8 natural and synthetic grass pitches for various
training activities: : 1 main football pitch, 1 main rugby pitch, 1 annex football pitch,
2 synthetic pitches, 1 annex multi-sports pitch, 1 baseball pitch, a 6-lane track
and athletics facilities, 1 weightlifting hall, a multi-sports hall, clubhouses and
refreshment areas. It will be able to host football and rugby 7’s matches.
The Parc des Sports hosts on a daily basis 5 resident sports clubs and schools
in the city. Among these 5 clubs, we find the Football club which evolves in
National 2 and the Rugby club which evolves in National 3.

5
2
1
1 700
2 000

Football pitches
2 synthetic, 3 natural
Rugby
pitch

Baseball
pitch
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GAMES
PREPARATION
CENTER

Maximum capacity
athletic field
Maximum capacity
over the whole complex

Everything in sport requires
determination.
The three D’s.
Determination, availability,
discipline, and success is
within reach.

ACCESSIBILITY

Lift
Parking space
Access to various facilities

Philip Roth, writer
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Triathlon & Football

COMPLEXE SPORTIF
RÉMY HUCKEL
CAH - BRUMATH
Completely renovated in 2020, the Complexe Sportif Rémy Huckel covers an area
of 80 000 m².
The Hubert Steinmetz athletics stadium has a 400 m track with 8 lanes.
This complex consists of four fields. A 2 500 m soft running track, equipped with exercise
equipment, surrounds the stadium, and offers a path through the nearby forest. The sports
complex also has a city stadium with a football pitch and a basketball court, as well as a multislide area with a pump track, a skate park, and a water point.

Artistic gymnastics & Handball

CENTRE OMNISPORT

CAH - BRUMATH

The Omnisport Centre covers an area of 3 591 m² and consists of:
a multi-sports court (designed for handball),
basketball, volleyball, badminton, climbing...)
a gymnastics hall (with equipment to FIG standards)
a weightlifting room
a gym
a climbing wall

1
4
8
80 000
9 meter tall
climbing wall

GAMES
PREPARATION
CENTER

Football pitches
1 synthetic/ 3 natural

lanes track
of 400 m
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Sport measures human
worth in millimeters and
hundredths of a second.
Bernard Arcand, anthropologist

m² over the whole
complex

ACCESSIBILITY

Parking space
Changing rooms / showers for disabled people
Access to various facilities
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Other

EQUIPEMENTS
IN THE TERRITORY
CAH - BISCHWILLER

CENTRE SPORTIF COUVERT

STADE DES PINS

Le centre sportif couvert consists of a reception
hall, an exhibition area, a cafeteria, and several 2 grass football pitches
activity rooms.
1 synthetic pitch
1 synthetic mini football pitch:
Multi-activity room Europe 46 x 26 m.
(40 x 20) with lighting
Grandstand : 480 seats
Synthetic athletics track:
6 changing room (including 1 for referee)
400 m - 6 lines with lighting
Multi-activity room Alsace 40 x 20 m.
Throwing areas:
Grandstand : 350 places
hammer– shot – discus– javelin
2 changing room (including 1 for referee)
Jumping areas:
Boxing room
pole vault – high – long – triple
Gym
Grandstand : 400 seats
40m synthetic athletics track
Club house and covered terrace
6 Changing rooms (including 1 for referee)
Climbing hall: approved for competition
Height: 13 m avec 2 speed panels
Grandstand : 225 seats
Climbing all of 225 m²
Basement of 1 000 m² fitted out

ACCESSIBILITY
Lift
Parking space

16 -
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CAH - VAL DE MODER

COMPLEXE SPORTIF JOSEPH HECKEL
Judo, handball & basketball

The freshely made complex consists of a 180 m² reception and social area including a 100 m² common
room A multi-sports area of 1,480 m² including 1,056 m² of sports hall with four changing rooms, a
changing room for referees, a changing room/office for teachers and a storage room.
A 540 m² dojo area, including 460 m² of dojo with two changing rooms, a changing room for referees
and a storage/office space, ancillary premises (technical, cleaning, waste, etc.) for 100 m².
The total floor area is approximately 2,300 m².
In addition, there are 3,000 m² of outdoor facilities.
The multi-sports hall has a seating capacity of about 250 people, about 50 people standing, and 12
people in wheelchairs.

ACCESSIBILITY
Lift
Parking space

18 -
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CAH - SCHWEIGHOUSE-SUR-MODER

COMPLEXE SPORTIF ROBERT KAEUFLING
The complex is composed of a part dedicated to culture and a part dedicated to sport (football, tennis,
handball, volleyball, dojo...).
Ground floor: reception hall, multi-sports hall, dance hall, changing rooms, showers, toilets, infirmary,
patio, kitchen, bar
1st floor: dance hall, dojo, changing rooms, showers, sanitary facilities
The Complexe Sportif Robert Kaeufling has a total area of 4,631 m². The size of the different areas is
1,155 m².
The Multisports Hall: 36 standing places, 10 places for wheelchairs, 500 seats in the stands
Dojo : 306 m², 4 wheelchair spaces and 100 seats in the stands
Dance hall : 170 m²
Stadiums : synthetic pitch with a stand for 150 seats, main pitch with a stand for 150 seats.
Athletics track: 400 m ring with 6 lanes (track lighting), long and triple jump, javelin throw, shot put,
high jump.
Cosec : 861 m², sports field, sanitary facilities, bleachers with 300 seats, changing rooms and showers.
All these sports facilities are located in a quiet, natural setting for athletic preparation and performance.

ACCESSIBILITY
Lift
+230 parking space
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Communauté d’Agglomération

WELLNESS

The Communauté d’Agglomération de Haguenau is ideally located in the heart of Europe and offers a
unique lifestyle combining culture, gastronomy, nature, and heritage.
The Nautiland aquatic centre, recently renovated, includes a 25 m pool and a
wellness area (sauna, jacuzzi, hammam, cold pool) ideal for recovering after exercise.
A place of relaxation and well-being for sportsmen and women after training, matches and competitions.
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LIVING ENVIRONMENT

Haguenau benefits from a good geographical location.
Based in the east of France, at the gateway to northern
Alsace, the city is close to Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg,
and Switzerland. The city is accessible by motorway, but also
by various forms of public transport such as the train (less
than 3 hours from Paris). Strasbourg, 20 minutes away by
car, also has an airport.

The Haguenau region is an essential
stopover for discovering northern
Alsace.
You can eat, stroll around the many
terraces, and do some shopping, visit
the 3 museums (Alsatian Museum,
Historical Museum and Luggage
Museum), take two tourist walking
tours, take part in numerous events
and activities in the forest (forest
labelled «Forêt d’Exception»).
The Haguenau region offers numerous
accommodation possibilities that can
correspond to different publics and
different needs: hotels, guest houses,
rentals, camping**, camper van parks,
group accommodation, etc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
24 -

visithaguenau.alsace
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Transports & Directions

MAPS

Our facilities in
the Communauté d’Agglomération of Haguenau

Berlin
Amsterdam
Londres
Bruxelles

ASIE

Frankfurt
IQUE

AMÉR

4

Val de Moder

Complexe Sportif Joseph Heckel

Paris

Maison des Sports
Parc des Sports
Espace Sportif Sébastien Loeb
Gymnase de l’Union

1

2H30

3

Bâle

Haguenau

Schweighouse-sur-Moder

Complexe Sportif Robert Kaeufling

2

Bischwiller

Stade des Pins
Centre Sportif couvert

3
Rome

Brumath

Complexe Sportif Rémy HUCKEL
Plan d’eau de la Hardt
Centre Omnisport

Madrid
Lisbonne

PARTNERS
AFRIQUE

STRASBOURG AIRPORT/ FRANKFURT AIRPORT
STRASBOURG - 40min from Haguenau
FRANKFURT - 2H from Haguenau

HAGUENAU STATION / STRASBOURG STATION
Lines : Frankfurt, Basel, Paris, Brussels

MOTORWAY
Highway A4, A35

STRASBOURG - 25min
COLMAR - 1h
BASEL - 2h
PARIS - 2h30min
FRANKFURT - 3h10
BRUSSELS - 4h
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SCAN TO
WATCH THE
VIDEO

www.agglo-haguenau.fr
www.visithaguenau.alsace
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